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About This Content

Paradox Interactive is happy to continue its musical partnership with Swedish power metal band, Sabaton, a group best known
for how it uses its music to illustrate great episodes of history.

This time, Paradox adds five of Sabatons World War II themed songs for Hearts of Iron IV, the newest Paradox game about
humanity’s greatest conflict.

The songs included in this content pack are:

1. Hearts of Iron: dedicated to German 9th and 12th armies that covered the escape of citizens fleeing the Soviets to
safety with the Western armies.

2. Primo Victoria: dedicated to Operation Overlord and the opening of the Western Front.

3. Stalingrad: dedicated to the Soviet soldiers who died fighting to defend Stalingrad.

4. Wolfpack: dedicated to victims and survivors of the submarine attack on convoy ON-92 in 1942.

5. Night Witches: dedicated to a deadly Soviet bomber crew composed entirely of women.
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the control sucks, but good game. I can play witcher 3 but not this game as it overheat my cpu in less then 15 min.... This game
is mother trucking amazing
. This game is hilarious!! Wasn't too sure it'd be good but was pleasantly surprised how funny and outrageous it was Love it!!.
This game is AMAZING with its non-pixilated 2D air combat.

 The controls are VERY cooperative and easy to use

i like it, you like it too.. This is a True Gem for JRPG and classic RPG lovers.
It has Amazing unique Story Line, great HI-rez sprites and Environment.
  -Looks and Feels-
*Very interesting characters with unique vibe to them.
*The game graphically feels like FF8-FF9 quality level hand drawn environments.
*Very steam punk setting, reminiscent of Xenogears mixed with Breath of Fire V :Dragon Quarter vibe.
*Story Telling is pretty unique and interesting with world maps
and continents being underneath or above eachother.
*Very Hi-rez sprites and every but of text in the game is Completely Voice Acted

-Battle and Gameplay
*Battles are smooth satisfying and dynamic.
*Battles are set up in Real Time action bar filling up with 3 levels of strength.
*Everyone shares the same Mana pool.
*You will use a lot of Melee skills but Spells can be very useful
to cast spells you need to obtain cards through main story and sidequests.
*Very rich in Side Quests and puzzles that reward you with a good perk or weapon.

-Cons
*Some sounds in battle sometimes are off sync with the hit but Its only with 1 character you will use rarely.

Recommend this RPG gem to anyone who is a fan and look for a refreshing classic they might have missed.
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So I got this game a while ago, because I thought it’s a great idea to approach Shakespeare. I like his works the way they are, but
this is (imho) a funny idea :)
This game might be a bit of a problem though, since it works mostly with it’s unique kind of humor. So one either likes is or…
well, does not :]
I loved it!
And mostly because I had enabled the narration. That works awesomely. The different voice for each character, the way the
author makes Hamlet look like an absolute idiot. Hilarious! xD

Still. Just sitting here and listening to the whole story was a bit dry, so it took my quite a while to get it done – not in the way of
hours it actually took me, but more in the sense of sticking to it and getting done with it. Once I found something I could do
while listening/playing the game, that worked great though.
And should add, that I don’t think I would have had the nerve to figure out every achievement on my own, since I would have to
go through every possible way and that idea was a bit compelling o.o
So even if I loved the humor and liked the game, it also had some downsides for me. But that is alright. I mean, I’ve seen Hamlet
in a way I have never before seen him :D
. Very slow AI turns --- minutes on my machine, so games take forever.

But otherwise like the game.. HAHAHAHAHAHA what a joke. That taught me a lesson not to buy vr porn for a
LOOOOOONNNGGG time. its nowhere near ready for primetime, give it another 100 years.. This game is so bad, i want to
like jump in the car and go all creayzy iun the vechile!!! lets go very giodo videwo game. Soemtim i gt a litel eksited bedfuc of
the things that efekt the game i n al the ways u uknwow. A very original and funny game, I loved the prototype and the insult
simulator, and this one is awesome as well, but it stinks of evil hamsters in the evening!. I never knew my computer could
convert to linux in a matter of seconds. 0/10. I read some good reviews of this, and was interested in a short, scary game for the
evening. The price was about that of a movie rental, so I was all aboard. I will say, I have no problem with the $4 I spent, but I
do have a problem with the 2.2 hours I spent. The game goes nowhere. There's no resolution. You get a vague text message on
the Macguffin phone and then you're back at the title screen. You obviously do some things in order to get that far, but there's
no real reason related to the horror to be doing it. There's one sequence where the game insta-kills you for making wrong turns
(you have to basically Edge of Tomorrow your way through) that was so frustrating that I had to quit the game for a while. It
just took me out of the entire horror of it, and rather made it just annoying. There were moments of brilliance, and I can see that
the developer has some talent, so I will not be asking for a refund, I just have to say I'd rather not have spent my time on it.
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